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I’m Dr. Manon Bolliger, founder of Bowen College, Naturopathic Physician, Classical Homeopath and BowenFirst™ 
Therapist and creator of a unique healing process called L.I.S.T.E.N.

I help each person understand the vital role they play in their own unique healing process so they can go beyond the 
diagnosis and embrace their life, purpose and true self.

“How you live your life is how you heal. The body knows how to heal. 
Our job is to learn how to live.”

Who I am, at my core, can be found in my three “ways of being” below. These philosophies form the foundation for 
my entire life and infuse my coaching with meaning, purpose and direction.

1.    I work with a beginner’s mind and approach life 
as an open-minded sceptic.

I fundamentally believe that the answers come from 
within and I am comfortable with the dance of 
exploration and finding what resonates best for 
people.

I turn last ditch attempts at regaining health into 
the first step of seeing the world of gratitude and 
possibilities.  I transform patients’ anger and 
hatred of their bodies and diseases into teachers 
for their well-being. I engage people without 
fixed disease concepts and labels, and I see the 
person in their totality. 

I help patients feel heard and learn to regard 
everything they feel as important. I create the 
gap that allows you to surface from the con-
straint of medical casting. If you come attached 
to your diagnosis, I help you reframe and let go 
of its constraint which is exactly what I did when I 
reframed my diagnosis and healed from MS and stage 
4 cancer. The beginner’s mind explores all possibilities 
and believes that there is no limit.

“End your story. Heal your body. Begin your life.”



2.    I have a non-negotiable unwavering belief that the most powerful healing mindset is to trust,           
not to force.

I work with the body and not against it. I teach to question all the “have tos”, “should”, “should haves”, “could 
haves” and “wannabes” and get them out of our vocabulary.
I share a new freeing way of looking at things, life and health. I teach to see symptoms as gifts and have total 
trust in the universe.

I help you understand that self-awareness is the key to discovering who you are. By identifying your needs, 
dreams, desires, frustrations, passions and even conflicts, you understand the impact all of these details make 
on your life and health. As a result, you establish clearer boundaries in your relationships, know how to take 
better care of yourself and feel empowered to create habits that support living your best life.

3.    My humour is what makes me real, allows me to be totally present. 

Sense of humour is woven through all my encounters.  It is the common thread that fuels me. I encourage my 
patients to use humour to help them face their pain, controversy or life crisis with a different perspective. One 
that while still acknowledging their issues, allows them to look at it with a fresh set of eyes, a new-found light-
ness, a little more optimism. Often people entering my clinic would be amazed at the amount of laughter they 
would hear from the rooms. 

I encourage and support people to playfully and courageously explore the unknown and all possibilities. You’ll 
discover when you push beyond what you thought you were capable of being or knowing and face your fears, 
you’ll end up deepening your self-awareness, perspectives and your ability to be comfortable jumping into any-
thing life throws your way.

Achievements / Accreditations:

• Doctorate of Naturopathic Medicine (1992 CCNM)
• Scholarship for Master’s study in Law and Alternative Health  - McGill Law School
• LLB from Universite de Quebec a Montreal (UQAM) 
• Award for Excellence in Homeopathic Medicine (Dr. R. B. Farquharson Award)
• Co-Founder of the Canadian Council for Homeopathic Certification (2001)
• Fellow of the Canadian Academy of Homeopathy (1996)
• Founder/President Bowen College – Teaching practitioners the renowned Bowen Therapy
• Author:    “What Patients Don’t Say if Doctors Don’t Ask” (www.WhatPatientsDontSay.com) The Mindful Patient - Doctor 

Relationship
• Radio host: “Synergy Dialogues ™ in Health”
• Founder/Developer: “L.I.S.T.E.N” – Methodology to create awareness of their health
• Founder/Developer: “Understanding the 4 “E”s – That will change your practice forever
• President/CEO of “Cornerstone Health Centre” - where doctors promote patient consciousness in the healing process
• Chairperson Boucher Naturopathic College 2004 – 2016
• Board Member DHANP  (Diplomate of the Homeopathic Academy of Naturopathic Physicians) 
• Key Note Speaker at the International Congress of Naturopathic Medicine in Paris, 2013
• Main stage presenter at eWomenNetwork in Texas 2015
• Main stage presenter at JTFoxx in South Africa in 2017
• I have treated thousands of patients and taught hundreds of professional medical health care      

providers.
• In my collaborative work on Tedx talks, I get to the root of the unique message our life has      

been created to share and help people embody their real story.

“End your story. Heal your body. Begin your life.”


